
Attention Plasma/RGB Monitor Owners 

If you used the RGB input jack on the back of your monitor to connect the HD Receiver, and you notice picture 
streaking or darkness while watching the HD Receiver on your monitor, you might be able to correct your picture 
by changing a screen setting on your plasma or RGB monitor. 

In the monitor’s menu system, find the option for screen timing—this option is sometimes called “HD Select.” 
Then, experiment with the settings available for this option to find the one that produces the best picture from 
your HD Receiver. 

If adjusting your monitor’s settings doesn’t correct the problem, try making a slight left or right adjustment to the 
Monitor Setup option in your HD Receiver’s menu system. For more information, see Centering the DIRECTV® HD 
Receiver’s picture on page 66 of the HD Receiver’s User’s Manual.
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